
ICE LUMINARY  MOLD 
 — INFLATABLE SHEET ICE —

INSTRUCTIONS
With this mold, making sheet ice is easy 
and fun. Ice forms from the top down, 

creating a sheet of ice perfect for using in 
many ways with or as ice luminaries.

STEP 1    INFLATE MOLD
Locate air valve. Pinch and blow to inflate. 
Close and push in air valve to lock in place. 
Make sure drainage valve inside the pool 
area is closed.
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STEP 2    POSITION + FILL 
Find a flat area on snow or ground to lay 
the inflated mold where water spillage will 
not create a hazard. Using utility buckets, 
add between 10-12 gallons of water to fill 
pool of the mold. Size of sheet ice produced 
will be 18” x 42”.  
Why on snow or ground? (Not stone/decks) 
Given the Wintercraft® System of freezing, 
positioning water-filled mold on snow or frozen 
ground to freeze will keep water at bottom of 
pool warmer, thus allowing water to freeze from 
the top down. 

Inflated
Mold

STEP 5    HARVEST SHEET ICE 
To harvest the ice glass, push the plastic 
back and away from the ice all around the 
edge of the mold’s pool. Wearing water-
proof gloves, work your fingers down and 
under the ice on opposite sides of the pool. 
With two handholds, gently lift the ice up 
and then out to be stored until ready to use.

To store, put sheet 
ice vertically into 
a pile of snow, 
or lay it flat on 
a sheet of plastic. 

PRO TIP: When harvesting ice sheets, 
you may notice a suction between ice and 
water that can cause ice to break. Lifting 
ice one edge at a time until vertical and on 
the long side is helpful. Carrying ice sheets 
vertically with the longest edge down is 
also a good idea. 
PRO TIP: Full Ice Sheets may be heavy and 
might require 2 people to remove from pool.

STEP 6    HARVEST SECOND PULL 
If water is left in the mold’s pool after ice 
harvest, consider letting water freeze again 
for a second pull. The first pull of ice is 
clear, but ice of second or third pulls will 
become more mineral-rich and opaque. 
Because remaining water is already cold, it 
will freeze faster. If small amount of water, 
its OK to let it freeze solid. Harvest and 
store using same Step 5 methods.
Why more opaque? Pure water freezes first 
and impurities are pushed toward bottom. 
Each time ice is pulled, remaining water 
becomes more concentrated with impurities.
PRO TIP: Trouble getting ice from pool? 
Deflate mold and then remove ice. 

START WITH SAFETY
Be prepared! Handling water and ice plus 
exerting yourself in freezing temps can be 
dangerous.  

Dress wisely:  Wear clothing appropriate 
for winter activity. Dress in layers and 
remember, “cotton is rotten.” 

Ice is slippery, cold and heavy:  The Ice 
Wrangler swears by “Smurfy Blues” gloves 
and the EZ Grip Orange gloves (insulated, 
waterproof) to keep her hands warm and dry. 
These amazing top-of-the-line gloves are 
available at wintercraft.com.   

HELPFUL TERMINOLOGY

Sheet Ice: In her book, Ice Luminary Magic, 
the Ice Wrangler refers to the creation of 
sheets of ice as “Ice Glass”. For clarity sake, 
we have found the use of the term, “Sheet 
Ice” to be less confusing. 

Pool: When inflated, the pool of the Sheet Ice 
Mold is area that is filled with water. 

Pull: Each time you remove a sheet of ice 
from the mold’s pool, it is called a “pull”.

USES FOR SHEET ICE

Sheet Ice (or Ice Glass) is the utility player 
of ice luminary creation. It can be used 
when building or stacking ice; to cover holes 
in older ice lanterns, and to create visual 
texture in ice sculptures. Multiple or broken 
pieces can be used together to make an ice 
luminary or surround another ice lantern to 
enhance its look. We are sure you will invent 
more uses once you make Ice Sheets!

Directions for the following are found in 
the book Ice Luminary Magic:  
Surround Ice Lantern (p 41)
Building with Ice (p 163-209)
Ice Flowers (p169)
Ice Glass Sculpture (p175)
Ice Chip Tower (p183)
Ice Bar (p191)
Miniature Ice Castle Lantern (p199)

More ideas at wintercraft.com

STEP 3    FREEZE 
Let water in mold freeze until a 1.5”-2” 
crust of ice has formed. How long to freeze? 
Given large surface area of water exposed to 
cold, a sheet of ice can form quickly. A good 
rule of thumb is when temp is 0°F (-18°C), 
CHECK after 6 hours. Colder = shorter time. 
Warmer = longer.

To determine the thickness of the ice, push 
a finger in between plastic and ice and 
then down under ice. Pinch the ice between 
finger and thumb. How thick does it feel? 
If too thin, let it freeze longer. 
If just right, proceed to 
next step. Try  NOT to let 
water freeze solid! Solid ice 
will be extremely heavy 
and not very clear. 
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STEP 4    PREP ICE STORAGE AREA 
When sheet ice is harvested, it will be wet 
and wet ice will stick to most surfaces in 
cold temps. Thus, it is helpful to have a 
spot picked out before harvesting begins. 
If you have access to SNOW, create a pile 
of snow near mold where harvested ice can 
be stored vertically until ready to use. 
If NO SNOW, have a sheet of plastic or a 
few plastic bags handy. Harvested ice can 
be laid down on plastic until ready to use.
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— INFLATABLE SHEET ICE — 
ICE LUMINARY MOLD

Easy to Use 

Makes 18” x 42” Ice Sheet
 

Stores Compactly for Reuse
 

 Many Ice Luminary Applications

Spectacular Results!

Ice Flowers (above) are made by surrounding a central ice lantern of any shape with broken pieces of Sheet Ice.

Ice Flower

Ice Chip Tower Surround Ice Lantern Basic Ice Bar Ice Luminary Sculpture

52”(132.08cm)

Sheet Ice
42”(106.68cm)

18”(45.72cm)

25”(6
3.5cm

)

— See other side for SHEET ICE instructions —

Made in China

WELCOME TO WINTERCRAFT®

As Wintercraft’s Ice Wrangler, 
I have made larger versions of Sheet Ice 

(called “Ice Glass” in my book, 
Ice Luminary Magic) to use in all sorts ways 

with my ice luminary sculptures. This new mold 
offers you an easy way to get started with this 
useful and beautiful ice luminary technique.

Enjoy the Glow!
— Jennifer Shea Hedberg, The Ice Wrangler


